
Streaming 101, 201 and 301 all in 1! 
 
So your Pastor just assigned the daunting task to you: We would like to stream out services… 
 

Why should you stream? 
Times are changing and online presence is no longer something that is a novelty or a nice to 
have, but a critical service that churches are expected to be able to do. Sure you can throw up a 
quick “live” stream with a phone capturing and streaming to YouTube or Facebook, but you 
have  no control over audiom and very little control over the video sent.  
 

What do I need? 
So what do you do to kick it up a notch, but still not break the bank? 
 
Below is what we have built over years of experimenting with streaming. Our goals were simple 
but important: 
 

● Get HD quality out 
● Have low/no monthly cost 
● Reach as many homes as possible with as little tech barrier as possible 
● Make the audio great, as close as we can to in person or even better 
● Keep the video interesting and not static 

 
There is no getting over the fact that there is an expense for the startup cost, so we aren’t going 
to sugar coat that, but we tried to limit it as much as possible. Our technology includes: 
 
 

Item Initial 
Cost 

Ongoing 
Cost 

An iMac for encoding and editing $1500 - 
$3000 

- 

The software to stream, we use Wirecast Studio. It’s expensive but 
worth it, and allows you to stay on the latest version for, totally 
worth it 

$599 $99/year 

https://www.apple.com/imac/
https://www.telestream.net/wirecast/studio.htm


An HD handycam that can zoom well and put out 1080P clean (no 
text on it) over HDMI 

$400+ - 

A motion platform that allows us to pan and tilt the camera 
remotely 

$??? - 

A hacked remote control that allows us to zoom the camera 
remotely 

<$20 - 

A GoPro Hero4 HD for a static camera  ~$150 - 

Two video capture devices that can take HDMI and suck it into a 
mac, we use BlackMagicDesign Mini Recorder 

$115 - 

A mini mixing board that allows us to bring the board output and 
room microphones together to create a stereo natural mix 

$120 - 

Room mics, we did two to get a stereo mix, we hung those 
between the band and the congregation from the stage ceiling 

$175/pair  

A USB audio dongle to capture the output of the mini board $30-$150 - 

A good pair of over the ear studio headphones $25-$150 - 

Cables to make it all work: 
● Good HDMI cables (some long) 
● Thunderbolt cables (too expensive but have no choice) 

$100 - 
$300 

- 

Streaming service - we use YouTube and Facebook - - 

 

Great, now how do I hook it together? 
 
Ok, so hopefully that didn’t all just make you throw up. The important thing to focus on is that 
there is very little monthly cost for this setup. There are plenty of services that will allow you to 
stream, but they all cost you monthly in addition to setup equipment and fees, so there’s that. 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1211907-REG/sony_hdrcx455_b_hdr_cx455_full_hd_handycam.html/specs
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1223151-REG/bescor_mp_1e_motorized_pan_head_with.html?sts=pi&pim=Y
https://www.amazon.com/GoPro-HERO6-Black-Action-Camera/dp/B07FL9SM19/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=gopro+hero+4&qid=1595166826&sr=8-2
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1578063-REG/blackmagic_design_ultra_studio_recorder_3g.html
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/862118-REG/Behringer_Q802USB_Xenyx_Q802USB_Premium_8_Input.html
https://www.samash.com/m5-compact-1-2-condenser-microphones-matched-pair-rm5mpdxxx?cm_mmc=GoogleShopping-_-Outlet%20Center-_-Channeladvisor-_-Rode+M5+Compact+1/2%22+Condenser+Microphones+Matched+Pair&utm_source=GSH&utm_medium=CSE&utm_campaign=Channeladvisor&CAWELAID=500002510000342714&CAGPSPN=pla&CAAGID=79900257080&CATCI=pla-809837423465&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI-8XiupuO6wIVqvfjBx2nTwg7EAQYASABEgJQCvD_BwE
https://www.amazon.com/Monoprice-Headphones-Single-Button-Microphone-Controller/dp/B007SP2CO2/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1UZHTDKATKQGH&dchild=1&keywords=monoprice+headphone&qid=1595167234&sprefix=monoprice+head%2Caps%2C146&sr=8-2


So let’s start at the cameras 
 
We have two cameras, a Sony HD consumer camera with awesome (30x) optical zoom (Optical 

is very very very important, don’t fall for digital zoom) and 
then a fixed GoPro to just give us a second angle to look 
at.  
 
The HD camera is mounted on a mobile platform (linked 
above), that allows us to swivel and move the camera 
sideways, up and down. 
 
It’s an inexpensive 
way that allows us 
to add some 
movement without 
breaking the bank. 
Many tilt/pan 
camera solutions 
are very very 
expensive. 



 
We wanted to control the zoom from the soundboard, so I bought a second (very cheap) remote 
that worked with the camera, opened it up, soldered out the IR LED, and connected it via a 
simple thin wire to the remote. End result: the ability to control the zoom from a fixed remote on 
our soundboard. Uglyish? Yes, Functional, YOU BET! 
 

 
 
The panning / tilting is controlled by a wired, 80s style remote control: 

  
And the HDMI video signals are captured via our Blackmagic capture devices that convert it to 
something that Wirecast likes: 



 
Audio comes from the soundboard using this input: 

 
 
It all comes together in Wirecast: 



 
 
Wirecast is a great piece of software, it brings together the cameras, overlays, nice transitions 
and the ability to stream to Facebook and YouTube built in. It also has some crazy fancy 
features like letting you sync the audio down to the millisecond with the output. You would be 
surprised how important good audio is. 
 

Important Tips 
● Get a dedicated streaming person if possible - when things go well, no worries, if things 

go belly up - and they do - you will be thankful you do! 
● Vary the visuals, people will pay better attention not just staring at a static image. 
● Audio is everything - if people can’t hear good audio, video is irrelevant. Great audio with 

crayon sketches is better than crisp 4K video with cruddy audio. 
○ We run our audio through a small side mixing board where we bring together 

50% stereo room mics with 50% dry board mix. This creates a very nice warm 



yet clearly understandable output.  

○ We tend to drop the room mics to 30% and board to 70% when someone is 
speaking as it makes it clearer. 

○ Boosting highs will make people better to understand. 
○ Mix your audio as close to the max as possible with loud moments (sound check 

is important) so your people at home don’t have to crank their TVs to 100% to 
hear. 

○ Did I mention Audio is the most important part of streaming?? Get a good 
(read good not expensive) set of headphones so the person who is mixing 



that can maximize quality: 

 
● Stream within your bandwidth capability, don’t get close to upload limits as you WILL run 

into the ceiling during worship days, COUNT ON IT. 
● We stream to Facebook and YouTube… here’s the trick: 

○ Setup wirecast to stream natively to Facebook, but make sure to use the “Go 
Live Now” feature, the schedule feature is picky and dies half the time, but go live 



now is solid. Just go “Create Event” an hour or so before worship. 

 
○ Setup youtube as a secondary stream, streaming via RTMP (A magic coded 

endpoint at YouTube that will end up on your stream, pay attention to that 



blacked out code, as it is the key to making it work: 

 
○ YouTube isn’t super intuitive, but fumble through that and get your stuff setup. I 

highly recommend setting the “Auto-Start” and potentially “Auto-Stop” options as 
it’s one less thing to think about during worship. 

○ Click “Go Live” and go to town. 


